CSOS WORKSHOP: CHALLENGES

Chalida Tajaroensuk
People’s Empowerment Foundation
People’s Empowerment Foundation working to strengthen and empowering grassroots network.

We believe a sustain of development are peace, wellbeing, democracy, human rights and human security.

Life is inclusive not only Political Rights but Economic Social and Cultural rights are part of life.

People is the agent of change, the real changing comes from community, bottom up.
Experiences:

1. UPR training, shadow stakeholder report, focus group discussion
   Monitoring UPR implementation.

2. UN human rights mechanism shadow report on treaty bodies.

3. Strengthen ASEAN People’s Movement / ASEAN Civic Society Conference
   promote P2P exchange.


5. Community Peace Building in Southernmost province (role of Women, Youth and victims in peace building)
   Small social Enterprise project.
PEOPLE’S EMPOWERMENT FOUNDATION EXPERIENCES
People's Empowerment Foundation Experiences

SDGs education, People interest to learn more, on SDGs as a new mechanism

No peace no development!

SDGs tools of development, wellbeing and social justice

PEF with networks submitted SDGs goal 1 shadow report to the VNR in July 2017 and as the HR organization, Goal 16 + network plan to establish.

Comprehensive mechanism /no one know how to use it, experiment period

Goals and targets some time are not fit with the reality

PEF believes people know what they want but how to draw it out into concrete action it is not easy.

It needs knowledge, skill, and long term commitment
PEOPLE’S EMPOWERMENT FOUNDATION EXPERIENCES
6 points of concern

1. National committee: government set up National committee PM sit as a chair, there are CSOs and Business company which violate lot of People’s rights. So we cannot sit in the same committee with them.

2. Gola 16+ link with 10 Goals Ngos network on UPR+SDGs. PEF brought SDGs to the ground with UPR workshops training.

3. Gap analysis, between UPR-SDGs government and CSOs action plan. It challenges to reduce a gap. Meetings to bring People’s plan to include in government plan.

4. Community data? People’s indicator. CSOs lacking knowledge on collecting community data to make people’s indicator.

5. CSO+ Govt implementation, the Open-end committee meeting every 3 months.

6. Follow up and monitoring reporting.
Happy to get advise from everyone.

"If you want to go fast, go alone, if you to go far go together"

Thank you.